
Clean up your engine’s cholesterol...



A vehicle's heart is its engine. Over the time, carbon gets deposited on various 
parts of the engine, such as the piston head, combustion chamber, spark plugs, 
injector nozzles, intake & exhaust valves. The deposited carbon affects vehicle 
performance in several ways, including reduced volumetric efficiency, affecting 
spark plug firing/spray from injectors and affecting air flow (in & out). It 
further results in loss of responsiveness and power (HP & Torque), 
sluggishness, rougher engine, heavier fuel consumption, harmful emissions 
(black smoke), jerky ride and more vibrations.

With growing innovation, the technology and equipment used for cleaning 
vehicle engines is becoming more advanced. One such brand that has 
brought about a revolution in vehicle engine cleaning process is AUTO-
DECARB. After gaining popularity across Asian countries, AUTO-DECARB is 
now entering India.

Vehicle Engine Cleaning 
Process Getting More 
Organized & Advanced  

AUTO-DECARB, marketed & distributed in India by Mohite Motors Pvt Ltd, 
is a revolutionary vehicle engine cleaning system. It is the latest patented 
platinum catalyst hydrogen production equipment with PT-based MEA 
electrolyzer. 

 A Patented Technology brought to India- AUTODECARB is Manufactured by 
General Optics Corporation (GOC) of Taiwan. Developed using patented 
core technology, AUTO-DECARB uses pure hydrogen to de-carbonize, de-
tox and de-sludge any vehicle engine. It not just helps to clear carbon 
deposit from petrol/diesel engine parts, but also helps to save fuel, increase 
engine power and reduce emissions.



Simple Operation
AUTO-DECARB cleaning process is as simple as counting 1-2-3-4 

The Theory of Engine Carbon Removal

The importance of Regular Engine Maintenance

For engine combustion chamber, the low temperature of 
cylinder walls causes partially incomplete combustion. 
Therefore carbon deposits on combustion chambers, 
cylinder heads and spark plugs, which leads to cause 
abnormal emissions, more fuel consumption, idle jitter, 
power decline and so on.

C H +  O CO  +  H O8 18  2                        2

                             (incomplete combustion)

CO H O2  + 2

(complete combustion of oil
o 

and gas- between 2000-2400 C)

In general, two different combustion reactions appear in 
the engine combustion chambers as follows:

Incomplete combustion causes carbon deposits on 
combustion chambers, cylinder heads and spark plugs. 
It shows as the following formula;
   

C H + Heat            C  +  H  C H8 18  2  + X Y

(Carbon Deposits)                                                               

Apply H  to remove sludge & carbon 2

deposit from engine combustion chambers

The whole process is divided into four steps which can be 
explained as follows;

1)  Introducing 99.99% Pure Hydrogen (H ) into the engine 2

     combustion chambers.
                      

* o 
H 2H ( Hydrogen Dissociation    2500 K)2         ~

* 2)  Converting pure Hydrogen into Hydrogen ions (2H ) in 
      a particular state.
           

*3) High activated hydrogen ions (2H ) combine with carbon 
    deposits, sludge and oxide in the combustion chamber.

*           
       C  +  H C HX Y

4) Converting C H  into Co H O after combustion andX Y   2   2

    discharged from exhaust  pipes.

+

C H O Co H OX Y     2         2     2
+ +  (carbon deposit has been removed)

Step 3: 
Start the vehicle engine

Step 4: 
Turn on AUTO-DECARB 
and select car type

Step 1: 
Connect H  output with 2

intake manifold 

Step 2: 
Connect flame out 
detector with battery



Constant Speed Fuel Consumption tests

* Calculation based on diesel rates in Pune as on 30/6/15

Before Auto-Decarb

Speed (kmph) Fuel Economy (kmpl)

40.53 5.79

60.33 3.98

After Auto-Decarb

Speed (kmph) Fuel Economy (kmpl)

40.92 6.67

60.24 6.24

Fuel Efficiency Improvement of 15.19 % at 40kmph speed
This means Saving Rs. 1.2/km travelled by the bus.

# The test was conducted on ONE MSRTC Tata BSIII Bus

*

RESULTS AS PER TEST CONDUCTED 
BY CIRT  , PUNE

#

Engine Oil Composition Test





Regd. Office : Gat No. 221, Vathar, Vadgoan, Tal:Hatkanangale,
Dist. Kolhapur - 416 112. T.: 0230 2471 230  | Email : info@mohitemoto.com 

Operation Illustration 1

HGCR Introduces Hydrogen 

(99.99% H ) into the 2

combustion chamber, by a 

high temperature 

environment, the hydrogen 

molecule (H ) convert into 2
*hydrogen ions (H ) and the 

high activity hydrogen ions 

react with carbon and 

sludge into C H ,X Y 

C H   O CO H O  X Y   2       2       2

and the reactant is 

exhausted out from exhaust 

pipe.

+ +

Operation Illustration 2

Before Cleaning

Carbon deposits and oxidation
on intake valves

Sludge on pistons’ top

Operation Illustration 4

Spark Plug

Before Cleaning

After cleaning

Operation Illustration 3

After Cleaning

Carbon deposits and oxidation on
intake valves were cleaned effectively

Sludge on pistons top were
cleaned effectively

Marketing Head Office : 424, Mangalwar Peth, Near Hotel Varsha, 
Opp. Partani Motors, Pune - 411 011.
M : +91 9850005238    |    E mail : marketing@mohitemoto.com 

www.mohitemoto.com

MOHITE MOTORS PVT. LTD.
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